Linear independence has been formulated latticetheoretically by G. Birkhoff [l], J. von Neumann [4] and, in particular, L. R. Wilcox [5], who studied it in connection with ordinary modularity considered as a binary relation. In this work, the concept of a modularity relation is defined abstractly from which the theory of independence is developed. These results generalize those of S. Maeda [2 ] whose abstraction of independence characterizes ordinary independence.
Introduction.
Linear independence has been formulated latticetheoretically by G. Birkhoff [l] , J. von Neumann [4] and, in particular, L. R. Wilcox [5] , who studied it in connection with ordinary modularity considered as a binary relation. In this work, the concept of a modularity relation is defined abstractly from which the theory of independence is developed. These results generalize those of S. Maeda [2 ] whose abstraction of independence characterizes ordinary independence.
Also quasi-modularity relations are considered abstractly, which relations arise in the theory of quasi-dual-ideals [7] . Relations studied earlier by the author [3 ] are shown to be instances of the abstract relations considered here.
Throughout this paper L is to be a lattice with order ^, join + and meet •. For b, cÇ^L, {b, c)M (read (b, c) modular) means {a-\-b)c = a-\-bc for every a^c {M will be referred to as ordinary modularity).
The notations C, +, -, ©, X are respectively set-theoretic inclusion, sum, product, the empty set and cartesian product, and the set of all elements x with the property E{x) is denoted by [x; E{x)].
Modularity relations and independence.
First, the notion of a modularity relation is defined abstractly, which is then used in the definition of the independence relation and the development of the independence theory.
(2.1) Definition. Let RCTQLXL. The relation R is a modular-
Part (a) of the definition would be too broad for the purposes considered here if the condition {b', c') T were omitted from the hypotheses. The set T is introduced merely to provide a control on the pairs that are eligible to be in R and its role will become evident in the examples considered in the subsequent sections. Similarly, for »£ £/, ( Zu a<)( Z^ a») =ö-Hence the result holds for n = q and the proof is complete. Proof. This follows from (2.5) in a manner similar to the corresponding result in [5] . 
In the remainder of this section, some results are stated for R symmetric at a. The proofs of these results are similar to those of the corresponding results in [S] and will be omitted. In case R were a symmetric relation, it is evident that R would be symmetric at a for every a£L. If R is symmetric at a, then the relation Ra is sym- 3. Quasi-modularity relations. In the study of quasi-dual-ideals, the relations of weak modularity, as denoted by Wilcox [7] , and quasi-modularity, as denoted by the author [3] , arise with properties similar to those of ordinary modularity.
In this section the material of §2 is applied in an abstraction of these relations. 
Examples.
An example of a modularity relation is obtained from a special case of relative modularity, the latter being a relativization of ordinary modularity. The proof of this theorem is omitted. It is of interest to note that always il7oOT7a and that examples of left-complemented
[ó] lattices exist for which the inclusion is proper.
To show that the notion of a modularity relation is more general than ordinary modularity, one may consider the relation Q in £ corresponding to Ma, which is incidentally (SXS)-M §. In case 7 is not a modular lattice, this Q, although a modularity relation, is not ordinary modularity for £.
